f, =f, f, = (a/2v)(e/mc)B. -With knowledge of e/mc, the value of a -=-, '(g-2) can be deduced. Equation (1) 
The gyromagnetic ratios g of the electron and muon are among the most accurately known physical quantities, and consistent results have been obtained' ' for various particle velocities; y =(1 -v'/c') '~'=1-1. 2 for the electron, and 1. 2-30 for the muon. It is possible, therefore, that the results imply an accurate verification of special relativity, and this has indeed been claimed by Newman et al. ' As special relativity enters at many points in the interpretation of the experiments, a careful analysis is needed in order to establish the level at which the theory is tested.
The quantity measured in all g -2 experiments is the difference between the spin precession frequency f, and the orbit frequency f, for a particle turning in a uniform field B:
f, =f, f, = (a/2v)(e/mc)B. -With knowledge of e/mc, the value of a -=-, '(g-2) can be deduced. Equation (1) give some point to the comparison between these experiments it is necessary to assume that y, / y"-1 as y, -1 and so we write y, /y"as a linear function of y, .
y, /y"=1+A(y, -1) .
The coefficient A can then be found from (7) (f.)~-(f.), = (a/»)(eB/mc)A(y"-y") . (8) A. = 3.183 347(8) .
Comparing the two electron experiments" quoted above, we obtain A &2.5&10 ' while, by comparing the lowest-energy result' with the reported~agreement (to &l%%uo) at y-22000, we find a limit A &7.7~10 ', which is an order of magnitude better. A comparison between the most recent muon g-2 result' and that of a previous muon experiment' yields A &1.5~10 '. However, some theoretical models for departures from special relativity" predict effects proportional to y. If such higher-order terms are important, then the electron experiment' at y-22000 will be by far the most significant.
So far we have only discussed the extent to which the various y factors in relativity must be equal to each other. But in the muon g-2 experiments' "'" carried out at CERN two y factors were measured directly and the other two can be deduced with the aid of Eqs. (2) and (4).
Firstly, the orbit frequency f, =eB/2wmcy"of the muons was found to be 6.8069(9) MHz, and the magnetic field was measured in terms of the proton NMR frequency f~= 62.78306(3) MHz. This allowed the muon-spin precession frequency at rest in the same field ( g/2)(eB/2vmc) =if~to be calculated from the known" ratio of the muon to proton NMR frequencies, The ratio g/2 is known to be 1.001162 (5) Phys. Rev. Lett. 40, 1855 (1978 .
